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Abstract

A detailed electron microprobe study has been carried out on biotite in pelitic to mafic metamorphic rocks from two localities in West Greenland. Comparison of analyses from similar rock types indicates higher Ti, K/(K+Na), and possibly (K+Na), similar AlIV, and lower AlV in granulite vs. amphibolite grade samples. Normalization of the analyses on the basis of 7 octahedral and tetrahedral cations results in calculated total positive charge that exceeds the theoretical maximum of 22.0 in all cases, assuming an anion framework of 10 oxygen and 2(OH+F+Cl). In granulite grade biotite this charge excess correlates well with 2Ti, indicating that vacancy- or oxy-substitution [Ti4+ + □ = 2R2* or Ti4+ + 2O2- = R2+ + 2(OH)_] predominate over ones in which octahedral Ti is balanced by tetrahedral Al. The vacancy substitution is preferred as the best explanation of these data. Many analyses yield a charge excess above that accounted for by Ti, and contain AlV not balanced by AlIV. In amphibolite grade biotite, charge excess correlates with 3/2 AlV, suggesting additional vacancies associated with dioctohedral substitution [2AlV + □ = 3R2*]. Vacancy-formation does not appear to violate any crystal-chemical relationships in biotite, and may be necessary to accommodate substitution of the smaller Al and Ti for Fe and Mg in octahedral positions.

These results lead to an iterative normalization procedure for microprobe analyses of biotite [Total Cations - (K+Na+Ca+Ba) + Ti + 1/2AlIV = 7.0, where AlIV = (Al+Cr)IV - AlIV + (K+Na+2Ca+2Ba)], which allocates a vacancy for each Ti and 2 AlV. This iterative normalization eliminates charge excess, and permits Fe3+ to be estimated (exclusive of oxyannite).

A model chemical system for micas is discussed which illustrates how many complex substitutional mechanisms can be reduced to linear combinations of four simple types [Tschermak: MgSi = AlAl; Dioctohedral: 3Mg = 2Al; Ti-spinel: MgTi = 2Al; Talc: □Si = KAl]. On the basis of these relationships, a method is described for recasting biotite microprobe analyses into selected end-members.

Introduction

The composition of biotite can deviate considerably from the theoretical range of the phlogopite-annite series: K4(Mg,Fe2+)VI(Si,Al)IVO10(OH)2. The most common cation substitutions involve replacement of Mg2+ and Fe2+ by Al3+, Fe3+ and Ti4+ on octahedral sites, and Si4+ by additional Al3+ on tetrahedral sites. In some situations, replacement of K by Na on the interlayer or "A" site may also be important.

Biotite crystal chemistry is complicated further by the apparent occurrence of vacancies. Foster (1960a,b) demonstrated rather convincingly that octahedral occupancy in biotite is generally less than 3 cations/formula. Similarly, many recalculated biotite analyses yield A-site occupancies less than 1.

The presence of these "other" cations causes a distortion of the biotite structure due to differences in ionic radius and charge (e.g., Hazen and Wones, 1972), and may exert a strong influence on both the stability range of biotite (Rutherford, 1973; Forbes and Flower, 1974; Hewitt and Wones, 1975; Robert, 1976a,b), and on Mg-Fe partitioning between biotite and other silicates such as muscovite (Guidotti et al., 1977) and garnet (Dahl, 1969; Dallmeyer, 1974a). In addition, Goldman and Albee (1977) discussed some effects that Ti- and Al-substitution could have on biotite-garnet geothermometry.

The effects of possible vacancies on biotite stability are unclear, but in all probability are linked to the nature of the cation(s) with which they are associated (cf., Forbes and Flower, 1974). More important, however, are the problems posed for calculations of mineral equilibria involving a complex solid solution phase like biotite, since extrapolations of experimental and/or thermodynamic data obtained on simple systems to "rock" sys-
tems require certain assumptions about how cation substitutions proceed (Holdaway and Lee, 1977; Holdaway, 1980). Consequently, it is important to examine in detail possible substitutional mechanisms for the above-mentioned cations through a consideration of their dependence on host rock composition and mineral assemblage, and where metamorphic rocks are concerned, their dependence on metamorphic grade.

This paper presents the results of a detailed microprobe study on biotites occurring in high-grade schists and gneisses from West Greenland, which will be used to evaluate certain features of Ti-, Al- and A-site substitutions. Selected groups of analyzed biotites in metamorphic rocks from other areas are also examined in an attempt to apply the generalities deduced from the Greenland samples. Biotites from associations such as granitoid igneous rocks, ultramafic rocks, etc., are not considered here, but will be dealt with separately at a later date.

Summary of cation substitutions

This section outlines some general aspects of chemical substitutions in biotite that are relevant to the present study. It is not intended to be a comprehensive review of this subject, but rather to establish a framework for data presentation and discussion that follows.

The dominant mechanism causing Al-enrichment in biotite involves the Al-Tschermak’s substitution:

\[
(R^{2+})_{VI} + (Si^{4+})_{IV} = (Al^{3+})_{III} + (Al^{3+})_{IV},
\]

which relates phlogopite-annite to the aluminous end-member eastonite \([KMg_2AlSi_2Al_2O_{10}(OH)_2]\). Previous studies have shown that the amount of Al-Tschermak substitution appears to increase slightly up to sillimanite component (analogous to \(R^{2+}TiAl_2O_6\) in pyroxene) leading to the theoretical end-member Ti-eastonite \([KMg_2TiSiAl_2O_{10}(OH)_2]\), and was favored by Czamanske and Wones (1973), Robert (1976a, b), Guidotti et al. (1977) and Vaughan (1975). In contrast, Evans and Raftery (1980), based on an X-ray photoelectron diffraction study, concluded that Ti is trivalent in the biotites which they investigated (assemblages unspecified). It is unclear what implications this result has for the present study, where nearly all biotites coexist with a Ti-Al oxide (ilmenite or rutile). The position taken here is that Ti occurs as \((Ti^{4+})_{VI}\), which is the prevailing opinion of most workers.

Ti-substitution on VI-fold sites is complicated by its high charge and small cation radius (0.605 Å) compared to \(Mg^{2+}\) (0.72 Å) and \(Fe^{3+}\) (0.78 Å) (ionic radii from Shannon, 1976). Several substitutional mechanisms have been suggested for \(Ti^{4+}\) in biotite. The first involves a coupled VI- and IV-fold relationship:

\[
(R^{2+})_{VI} + 2(Si^{4+})_{IV} = (Ti^{4+})_{VI} + 2(Al^{3+})_{IV}.
\]

Substitution (3) can be viewed as a Ti-Tschermak’s component (analogous to \(R^{2+}TiAl_2O_6\) in pyroxene) leading to the theoretical end-member Ti-eastonite \([KMg_2\]

\[\text{which could be viewed as a muscovite component in biotite, and results in the formation of octahedral vacancies.}

Rutherford (1973) indicated that substitution (2) occurs only to a limited extent (10–12%) in the Mg-free system, although observations on natural biotites suggest that dioctahedral substitution is maximized in a biotite coexisting with muscovite, a situation not realized in Rutherford’s experiments.

Ti-substitution in biotite is problematic. Kunitz (1936) suggested that \(Ti^{4+}\) replaces \(Si^{4+}\) on octahedral sites, and some recent studies of biotites from kimberlites and mantle xenoliths, where \(\Sigma(Si+Al) < 4\), provide some support for this idea. When this tetrahedral Si-Al “deficiency” was first recognized, \(Fe^{3+}\) was assigned to fill the tetrahedral sites (e.g., Dawson and Smith, 1977; Delaney et al., 1980). However, Farmer and Boettcher (1981) have shown that \((Fe^{3+})_{IV}\) is most plausibly associated with only those biotites that display reverse pleochroism (cf., Faye and Hogarth, 1969), which also have \(\Sigma(Si+Al+Ti) < 4\). Farmer and Boettcher (1981) conclude that \(Ti^{4+}\) may enter tetrahedral sites in those biotites with normal pleochroism, and \(\Sigma(Si+Al) < 4\).

Engel and Engel (1960) suggested that \(Ti^{3+}\) replaces \(Al^{3+}\) on octahedral sites. Studies of the optical spectra of biotite, however, reveal absorption bands interpreted to indicate \(Fe^{2+}-Ti^{4+}\) intervalence charge transfer, and are ambiguous in regard to \(Ti^{3+}\) (Faye, 1968; Burns and Vaughan, 1975). In contrast, Evans and Raftery (1980), based on an X-ray photoelectron diffraction study, concluded that Ti is trivalent in the biotites which they investigated (assemblages unspecified). It is unclear what implications this result has for the present study, where nearly all biotites coexist with a Ti-Al oxide (ilmenite or rutile). The position taken here is that Ti occurs as \((Ti^{4+})_{VI}\), which is the prevailing opinion of most workers.

Substitution (4) suggests that Ti substitutes for Al on octahedral sites in two ways:

\[
2(Al^{3+})_{VI} = (Ti^{4+})_{VI} + (R^{2+})_{VI},
\]

and

\[
2(R^{2+})_{VI} = (Ti^{4+})_{VI} + (□)^{VI}.
\]
Substitution (5) can be viewed as a Ti-spinel component, whereas (6) results in the formation of octahedral vacancies; the latter was favored by Dahl (1969), Forbes and Flower (1974), and Dymek and Albee (1977). The final Ti-substitution involves a dehydrogenation reaction:

\[(R^{2+})^{VI} + 2(OH)^- = (Ti^{4+})^{VI} + 2(O^{2-}) + H_2, \quad (7)\]

leading to anhydrous end-member Ti-oxybiotite \([KMg_2TiSi_3AlO_12]\).

Clearly, there is no consensus as to the nature of Ti-substitution(s) in biotite, and recently Bohlen et al. (1980), and Abrecht and Hewitt (1980, 1981) have indicated that combinations of (3), (6) and (7) are necessary to explain their data. Whatever the case, observations on natural biotite indicate that Ti-content is maximized where biotite coexists with a Ti-saturating oxide phase, and that Ti-content increases with increasing metamorphic grade (e.g., Kwak, 1968; Guidotti et al., 1977).

In a limited number of cases, \((Fe^{3+})^{IV}\) is assigned from structural formula calculations (cf., Foster, 1960a,b; Czamanske and Wones, 1973). However, as mentioned above, the presence of tetrahedral \(Fe^{3+}\) may be revealed by reverse pleochroism, and both synthetic and natural ferri-anneite \([KFe_3^3Si_3Fe_3^5Si_3O_{10}(OH)_2]\) show this feature (Wones, 1963a; Miyano and Miyano, 1982).

\(Fe^{3+}\) in octahedral coordination may proxy for \(Al^{3+}\) via a Ferri-Tschermak's substitution:

\[(R^{2+})^{VI} + (Si^{4+})^{IV} = (Fe^{3+})^{VI} + (Al^{3+})^{IV}, \quad (8)\]

yielding the end-member ferri-eastonite with composition \([KMg_2Fe_3^3Si_3Al_2O_{10}(OH)_2]\). This substitution should be maximized where biotite coexists with an \(Fe^{3+}\)-saturating phase such as magnetite or hematite.

An additional, important mechanism relevant to \(Fe^{3+}\) in biotite involves \textit{in situ} oxidation of \(Fe^{2+}\) as represented by the following reaction:

\[Fe^{2+} + (OH)^- = Fe^{3+} + O^{2-} + \frac{1}{2}H_2, \quad (9)\]

Many aspects of the resulting oxy-anneite end-member \([KFe_2^3Fe_3^5Si_3Al_2O_{10}(OH)_2]\) were discussed by Eugster and Wones (1962) and Wones and Eugster (1965), and Wones (1963b) showed that Reaction (9) was entirely reversible upon hydrogenation, and that \(Fe^{2+}/Fe^{3+}\) in biotite was therefore strongly dependent upon \(f_{H_2}\).

Chemical variations on the A site in biotite may arise from at least two sources. Substitution of \(H_2O^+\) for \(K^+\) could explain a low abundance of interlayer cations and/or high water contents found in some mica analyses. Alternatively, a low abundance of interlayer cations could result from the following substitution:

\[(K^+)^A + (Al^{3+})^{IV} = (□)^A + (Si^{4+})^{IV}, \quad (10)\]

which relates phlogopite-anneite to a talc component \([□^A(Mg,Fe^{2+})_3Si_3O_{10}(OH)_2]\), and would represent a potassium analogue to the edenite substitution in amphibole. Similarly, K-Na substitution would relate phlogopite to its Na-counterpart, which was synthesized by Carman (1974), and recognized recently as a new mineral (wonesite) in schists from Vermont (Spear et al., 1978, 1981). In addition, the Na-counterpart to eastonite has also been identified (preiswerkite; Keusen and Peters, 1980).

**Normalization procedures**

Electron microanalysis cannot distinguish between \(Fe^{2+}\) and \(Fe^{3+}\), and \(H_2O\) is likewise not determined with the microprobe. Consequently, calculations of formula proportions from analyses of a hydrous, \(Fe^{3+}\)-bearing mineral such as biotite requires certain assumptions.

Two normalization schemes are commonly applied. The first can be expressed by the relationship:

\[\text{Total Cations} - (K + Na + Ca + Ba) = 7.0, \quad (A)\]

which assumes complete occupancy of octahedral and tetrahedral sites (cf., Ludington and Munoz, 1975). Such “cation-based” normalization procedures are unaffected by the valence state of iron and variations in \(H_2O\)-content, and can be exceedingly useful since they permit a straightforward estimation of \(Fe^{3+}\)-contents in many silicates and oxides (e.g., pyroxene, garnet, spinel, ilmenite, and probably amphibole). In biotite, assuming a full complement of 10 oxygen and 2 \((OH,F,Cl)\) per formula unit, \(Fe^{3+}\) would be equal to the difference between 22.0 and the calculated total positive charge. However, if octahedral vacancies are present (e.g., substitutions (2) and (6)), formula proportions calculated from (A) will be overestimated in direct proportion to the number of vacancies, and a corresponding calculated charge excess would result, which, among other things, makes \(Fe^{3+}\) estimates impossible. Alternatively, a charge excess may not be indicative of vacancies, but may be compensated by an oxygen excess related to the occurrence of oxy-components (e.g., substitution (7)).

The second scheme, which assumes that all iron occurs as \(Fe^{2+}\), involves normalization to 11 oxygen atoms expressed by the following relationship:

\[\text{Total Cation Charge} = 22.0. \quad (B)\]

This procedure is unaffected by vacancies, but causes cation abundances to be overestimated in direct proportion to the number of \(Fe^{3+}\) cations that are present, which remains an unknown quantity. However, if there is an oxygen excess (i.e., oxycomponents), total charge ≠ 22.0, and calculated formula proportions are underestimated.

Some investigators (e.g., Czamanske and Wones, 1973) have used a modified form of (B) by applying a fixed \(Fe^{2+}/Fe^{3+}\) ratio to their biotite data based on partial wet chemical analyses. In the general case where information

\[^1\text{Because the initial charge calculation is made with all iron as } Fe^{2+}, \text{ a charge excess at this point cannot be due to oxyannite substitution.}\]
of this type is lacking, normalization of biotite micro-
probe analyses involves a tradeoff between assumption of
no vacancies and no Fe$^{3+}$. In a subsequent section of this
paper, an iterative normalization procedure is presented
that bypasses these assumptions, and permits an Fe$^{3+}$-
estimate to be made.

Samples studied

The results reported in this paper comprise part of an ongoing
investigation of the mineralogy and petrology of the Archaean
(>3000 Ma) Malene supracrustals, a series of sedimentary and
volcanic rocks from the Godthab District, West Greenland,
which were subjected to intense regional metamorphism at ca.
2800 Ma (cf., Dymek, 1978). Biotite in samples from two
localities at different grades of metamorphism is considered.
The first locality (Langø; 64°52'N, 52°12'W) was metamorphosed
under granulite grade conditions (Sill-Kf zone; ~7.5 kbar,
750°C). Three lithologies are distinguished; a. Potassium
feldspar gneisses (Bio + Kf + Plag + Qtz ± Garn ± Crd ± Sill ±
Ilm); b. Orthopyroxene gneisses (Bio + Plag + Qtz + OpX ±
Garn ± Crd ± Sill ± Ilm/Rut ± Mag); c. Pyrhotolite (Bio + Plag +
Hbl + OpX + Cpx ± Mag ± Ilm).

The biotite content of these samples ranges from ~1 to 20
volume percent. Many of the samples contain biotite grains with
different colors and textures, indicating at least two episodes
of mineral growth. Only primary biotite, which is brown and Ti-rich
(up to 6 wt. % TiO$_2$), is considered here.

Most samples contain a Ti-saturating phase, which is typically
ilmenite, with rutile restricted to the most Mg-rich assemblages.
Magnetite, representing Fe$^{3+}$-saturation, is common in
pyrhotolites. Quartz is abundant (≥5 vol%) in all samples except
pyrhotolites, in which it is typically absent. Sillimanite occurs in
about half of the potassium feldspar gneisses and in a few
orthopyroxene gneisses. In all diagrams presented herein,
sillimanite-bearing potassium feldspar gneisses are distinguished
from sillimanite-free types. Plagioclase occurs in all samples.

The second locality (Itivdlinnguaq = Itiv; 64°13'N, 51°31'W)
was metamorphosed at amphibolite grade conditions (Sild-Sill
zone, ~5.5 kbar, 575°C). Three lithologies are distinguished here
also: a. Muscovite schist (Bio + Musc + Plag + Qtz + Sill ±
Crd + Ilm); b. Semipelitic schist (Bio + Plag + Qtz ± Crd ±
Garn ± Oamph ± Sill ± Illm/IIm or Rut; c. Amphibolite (Bio + Plag +
Qtz ± Hbl ± Cumm ± Oamph ± Garn ± Ilm). The biotite
content of these samples ranges from ~1 to 25 volume percent.
As in samples from Langø, there are two generations of biotite at
Itiv, but only primary biotite is considered. These are green, with
TiO$_2$-contents in the range 0.7–2.3 wt. %.

All samples studied from Itiv contain quartz, plagioclase, and
a Ti-saturating phase (either ilmenite or rutile). Sillimanite
occurs in muscovite schists and in a few of the semipelitic
schists.

Although regional correlation of lithologies is imprecise in the
Godthab District, the rocks from Langø are believed to be higher
grade equivalents of those from Itiv, and the following
comparisons can be made: muscovite schist → sillimanitic Kf
gneiss; semipelitic schist → orthopyroxene gneiss; amphibolite
→ pyrhotolite.

In summary, the approach adopted here is that by studying a
large number of samples of differing bulk compositions, a more
thorough understanding of the range of possible biotite
compositions at a given metamorphic grade will be achieved.
Thus, it should be possible to discriminate between grade-
dependent and grade-independent substitutions. This contrasts
with the approach that focuses on a specific rock composition
and examines biotites in only limiting (or nearly so) assemblages.
In the latter kinds of rocks, the extent of all cation substitutions
is fixed by $P$, $T$, and volatile activities, and compositional
variation at a given metamorphic grade is precluded by the
choice of samples.

Results

General compositional characteristics

A representative analysis from each sample studied is
listed in Tables 1–6, where they are grouped by lithologic
type. A description of analytical techniques is provided in
the Appendix.

Individual biotite analyses are illustrated in Figure 1 in
terms of relative amounts of MgO, FeO$_2$+MnO, and
Al$_2$O$_3$. All analyses are enriched in Al$_2$O$_3$ compared to
phlogopite–annite, and span a large range of Mg-value
 [=Mg/(Mg+Fe+Mn)]. The much greater range of Mg-
values found in the granulite-grade samples from Langø
compared to those in amphibolite-grade samples from Itiv
is probably related to the rock compositions studied.
Although there is no apparent difference in the overall
relative concentration of Al$_2$O$_3$ in biotite from the two
localities, the Al-content is related to the nature of the
rock type in which it occurs, reflecting a trend towards
Al-saturation. In samples from Langø, the Al-content
increases in the order pyrhotolite → orthopyroxene gneiss
→ Kf-gneiss. In the latter group, sillimanite-bearing samples
are clearly distinguished from sillimanite-free
samples. In samples from Itiv, the Al-content increases in the
order amphibolite → semipelitic schist → muscovite
schist. The most Al-rich biotite in semipelitic schists
occurs in sillimanite-bearing samples.

With the exception of the above-mentioned Al-enrich-
ment, and high TiO$_2$-contents (up to ~6 wt. %), the
compositions of the biotites are relatively simple. The
amounts of Na$_2$O (<0.7 wt. %), MnO (<0.4 wt. %), and
ZnO (~0.2 wt. %) are low; CaO was generally not detected,
whereas Cl was near the limits of detection in most
cases; F-contents are also low, although values as high as 
~1 wt. % were found. Routine analyses were not
performed for Cr$_2$O$_3$ and BaO, but reconnaissance work
indicates low concentrations (<0.2 and <0.4 wt. % each).
In summary, the analyses presented here appear similar
to ones reported from high-grade metamorphic rocks by
other investigators.
To substitute

Ti- and AlIV-contents of the biotite are illustrated in Figure 2, with formula proportions based on the 11 oxygen normalization (B). Biotite in the amphibolite and granulite grade samples have a similar range of AlIV, but the latter contain substantially higher Ti.

If all TiVI and AlIV were balanced by substitution (3), then the data points should lie along the lines labeled 1/2. Any data falling below this line could be interpreted as resulting from the combined effects of the Al- and Ti-Tschermak’s substitutions [(1) and (3)].

All but three of the analyses of biotite from Itiv lie below the 1/2 line, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for supporting the above interpretation. However, the majority of the Langø analyses contain Ti that is impossible to balance by AlIV, thereby requiring an additional (or different) Ti-substitutional mechanism. If one were to attribute the “extra” Ti to an overestimation of cation abundances due to an unknown amount of Fe3+ in each analysis, the situation would not change dramatically. For example, recalculation of the most Fe- and Ti-rich analyses with all iron as Fe3+ increases AlIV by a maximum of 0.12 and decreases Ti by 0.02.

Figure 3a demonstrates that a remarkably good correlation exists between calculated total positive charge and Ti-content in biotite from Langø, with formula proportions based on the 7 cation normalization scheme (A). Note that the data points scatter about the line labeled Charge Excess = 2 Ti, which was not constructed to fit the data, but is merely a line drawn from zero Ti-content with a slope of 2.5. This relationship between charge excess and Ti-content suggests that substitutions (3), (4) and (5) play a subordinate role for Ti-substitution in these biotites, since they involve the same number of cations with the same net charge. However, the data in Figure 3a are consistent with either the Ti-vacancy (6) or Ti-oxy (7)
substitutions, as both lead to excess positive charge using normalization procedure (A). The relationship between calculated positive charge and Ti-content in biotite from Itiv (Fig. 3b) is more complicated than that for Langö. This apparent difference is related to the Al-content, and will be discussed in the next section.

The total positive charge used in Figure 3 is calculated assuming that all iron is Fe$^{3+}$. If, in fact, some of the iron is Fe$^{2+}$, then the positive charge is higher and the charge excess greater. The net result of the assumption of all ferrous iron is that data points plot lower on the positive charge axis than they otherwise would if the amount of ferric iron were known beforehand. Hence, the value for positive charge represents a minimum value. In Figure 3a, nearly all analyses of biotite from pyribolites, which contain magnetite and are therefore Fe$^{3+}$-saturated, plot below the line. This lowered positive charge is consistent with the presence of Fe$^{3+}$ in these analyses. However, nearly all of the analyses of biotite from potassium feldspar gneisses plot above the line, and more than half of the analyses from Itiv plot above the line as well (Fig. 3b). Thus a majority of the biotite analyses have a charge excess which exceeds that accounted for by Ti-substitution.

Al-substitution

Biotite compositions are illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b in terms of Al$^{VI}$ and Al$^{IV}$ with formula proportions based on the 7 cation normalization (A). If the substitution of Al$^{VI}$ into biotite occurred only by the Al-Tschermak's component (1), then the data points should fall along the lines labeled Al$^{VI} = Al^{IV}$. The presence of a Ferri-Tschermak's component (8) should result in Al$^{IV}$ exceeding Al$^{VI}$ in direct proportion to the amount of (Fe$^{3+}$)$_{Al}$.
All biotite analyses from Itiv and the majority of analyses from Langö, however, plot above the AlVI = AlIV line, indicating the presence of AlVI not balanced by AlIV. If (Fe3+)VI from (8) were added to AlIV, the (R3+)VI excess would be even larger (cf., Foster, 1960a, b).

The relationships shown in Figure 4 can be correlated with those in Figure 3 to the extent that most of the analyses which contain excess or “uncompensated” AlVI also yield a calculated positive charge that lies above the lines in Figure 3. Although it could be argued that the features discussed in Figure 4 are an artifact of the 7 cation normalization (A), when the data are portrayed in terms of the 11 oxygen normalization (B), a similar AlVI-excess remains.

Calculated total positive charge is plotted versus AlVI in Figure 5. No trend is apparent in the data from Langö, although analyses from the different lithologies fall into distinct fields, once again reflecting the trend towards Al-saturation in the sillimanite-bearing samples. The data from Itiv, with the exception of biotite analyses in hornblende-bearing samples, appear to define a trend in which positive charge excess is proportional to 3/2 AlVI. This is exactly the relationship that is expected if the incorpo-
Thus, only substitution of a Ti-oxycomponent (7) or the
is readily distinguishable from other Ti-substitutions.
and trioctahedral micas are clearly separated as shown.
that the compositional fields for all possible dioctahedral
percentages of the oxides as its basis. The corners
A geometric consideration
S (:SiO₂+2K₂O+2Na₂O +2BaO+2CaO), pm (:FeO1
representation of mica compositions that uses molecular
method for evaluating the problem of Ti- and Al-substitu-
tion that is independent of normalization. Figure 6 is a
that Ti-substitution dominates charge excess in
the granulite grade biotite (Lang; Figs. 3a and 5a),
the fact that Ti-substitution dominates charge excess in
the vacancy-forming dioctahedral substitution (2). In
addition, the relationship between positive charge and
Al\(^{VI}\) in the Itiv data (Fig. 5b) provides an explanation for
the apparent lack of correlation between positive charge
and Ti in these analyses (Fig. 3b). Thus, the relationships
between calculated positive charge, Ti and Al\(^{VI}\) reflect
the fact that Ti-substitution dominates charge excess in
the granulite grade biotite (Lang; Figs. 3a and 5a),
whereas Al\(^{VI}\)-substitution dominates the charge excess in
the amphibolite grade biotite (Itiv; Figs. 3b and 5b).

A geometric consideration

In principal, it should be possible to devise a graphical
method for evaluating the problem of Ti- and Al-substitution
that is independent of normalization. Figure 6 is a
representation of mica compositions that uses molecular
percentages of the oxides as its basis. The corners
S (=SiO₂+2K₂O+2Na₂O +2BaO+2CaO), Fm (=FeO₁
+MgO+MnO+ZnO–TiO₂) and A (=2Al₂O₃+2Cr₂O₃
+2TiO₂-2K₂O-2Na₂O-2CaO) were selected so that
the compositional fields for all possible dioctahedral
and trioctahedral micas are clearly separated as shown.
In addition, when phlogopite, eastonite and Ti-eastonite
are colinear, substitution of a Ti-Tschermak’s component
is readily distinguishable from other Ti-substitutions.
Thus, only substitution of a Ti-oxycomponent (7) or the
vacancy components [(2) and (6)] can shift data points off
the phlogopite–eastonite join towards the S corner.

The analyses of the Greenland biotites, recalculated
in S-FM-A coordinates, are illustrated in Figure 7 (which is
an expanded portion of the trioctahedral mica field shown
in Figure 6), where it can be seen that nearly all analyses
are displaced from the phlogopite–eastonite join. Although
one could argue that the positions of the data points are related solely to substitution of a muscovite component, this does not appear to be the case. In particular, the analyses of biotite from pyrbiolites, which are the most Ti-rich but have the lowest Al\(^{VI}\)-contents (cf., Fig. 4a), extend furthest from the phlogopite–eastonite join. These relationships indicate that a Ti-Tschermak’s component is unimportant here, but this diagram does not allow for a distinction between Ti-vacancy and Ti-oxy substitutions.

A-site substitution

The K-contents of biotite from Langø and Itiv range from
0.83–0.85 and 0.73–0.95 cations/formula respectively,
whereas Na-contents range up to 0.04 and 0.11 cations/formula. The use of normalization (A) or (B) does not change these values significantly.

These data are summarized in Figure 8, which illustrates (Na+K+Ba+Ca)\(^A\) and Al\(^{IV}\) based on the 11 oxygen normalization (B), and shows that all analyses lie
within the field bounded by talc-phlogopite-estonite. There is no major distinction between the two sets of data, although analyses from Itiv extend to lower values of A-site occupancy. The possibility that A-site occupancy increases with metamorphic grade was suggested by Holdaway (1980), and the data presented here are not inconsistent with that interpretation. In addition, the data in Figure 8 suggest substitution of up to ~20% of a talc component (10), and a study of biotite in talc-bearing rocks is in progress to investigate this problem further.

The "composition" of the A-site shows a definite grade-dependent variation. As illustrated in Figure 9, granulite grade biotite (Langb) is characterized by higher K/(K+Na) compared to amphibolite grade biotite (Itiv). Analyses from the three lithologies under consideration display a similar shift towards higher K-contents in the granulite grade samples, making a bulk composition control appear unlikely. If these data are in fact reflecting a grade dependent phenomenon, then they suggest a higher thermal stability for the K end-member. Alternatively, the data could be reflecting a crystal-chemical effect in which high Ti-content precludes substantial substitution of the smaller Na for K. Additional discussion of this point is presented in the following section.

Discussion

Previous studies of biotite have established the complex nature of cation substitutions in that mineral, but the precise mechanisms for several of these remain uncertain. The data on Greenland biotites presented in the previous section extend the observations made by other investigators, and indicate that their contents of Al and Ti, as well as the composition of their A site, change from amphibolite to granulite grade, and are systematically related to rock composition and mineral assemblage. In addition, these new data suggest that Ti-Tschermak's substitution is subordinate in these biotites, but the data are consistent with either Ti-vacancy or Ti-oxy substitution. Additional vacancy substitution is suggested by the presence of $\text{Al}^{IV}$ not balanced by $\text{Al}^{III}$.

In this section, the chemical data for the Greenland biotites are summarized along with data from other
Fig. 1. Composition of granulite grade biotite from Langö (a) and amphibolite grade biotite from Itivdlinguaq (b) illustrated in terms of relative concentrations of MgO, Al₂O₃ and FeO + MnO. In (b), analyses marked with the solid symbol (△) contain hornblende as the dominant amphibole; these analyses are also distinguished in subsequent figures.

Fig. 2. Ti- and Al⁴⁺-contents of biotite from West Greenland with formula proportions based on the 11 oxygen normalization (B).

Fig. 3. Calculated total positive charge and Ti-content in biotite from Langö (a) and Itivdlinguaq (b), with formula proportions based on the 7 cation normalization (A).

sources in an attempt to resolve this ambiguity of vacancy vs. oxy substitution. Thereafter, an iterative normalization procedure is presented, which utilizes the conclusions deduced from the cation substitutions, and permits Fe³⁺-estimates to be made from microprobe analyses of biotite. In addition, a model system is presented that discusses the interrelationships among the various cation substitutional mechanisms, on the basis of which biotite analyses can be recast into selected end-members. Finally, the implications of the data are explored with respect to biotite crystal chemistry. The discussion begins, however, with an examination of biotite in metamorphic rocks from selected other localities following the same general methods as for the Greenland biotites.

Comparison with other data

Several sets of electron microprobe analyses of metamorphic biotite are considered in this section to determine whether the observations on Ti- and Al-substitution described above have more widespread applicability. These data sets include biotite from the following associations: metagraywacke and metapelitic from a contact aureole, Yellowknife District (Ramsay, 1973); mafic to felsic granulite grade gneisses from the Reading Prong,
Fig. 4. Formula proportions of $\text{Al}^{IV}$ and $\text{Al}^{III}$ in biotite from Langø (a) and Itivlinguaq (b) based on the 7 cation normalization (A).

New Jersey (Dallmeyer, 1974b); staurolite, staurolite-sillimanite and sillimanite-potassium feldspar zone metapelites, Maine (Guidotti et al., 1975, 1977); cordierite-potassium feldspar and sillimanite-potassium feldspar zone metapelites, Bavaria (Blumel and Schreyer, 1977); and muscovite-sillimanite to sillimanite-potassium feldspar zone metapelites, Massachusetts (Tracy, 1978). These samples span a somewhat larger range of metamorphic grade than the ones from Greenland, and, except for the samples of Ramsay (1973) and Dallmeyer (1974b), represent predominantly Al-saturated biotite from limiting assemblages.

Ti-contents and calculated total positive charge for these data sets are illustrated in Figure 10, with formula proportions based on normalization (A). All analyses yield a charge excess that to a greater or lesser extent correlates with Ti-content (cf., Fig. 2). Except for the data of Dallmeyer, calculated positive charge for all but one analysis falls above the Charge Excess = 2Ti lines.

Fig. 5. Calculated total positive charge and $\text{Al}^{IV}$-content in biotite from Langø (a) and Itivlinguaq (b), with formula proportions based on the 7 cation normalization.

Fig. 6. Ternary representation of mica compositions, with coordinates defined as follows:

$$S = \text{SiO}_2 + 2\text{K}_2\text{O} + 2\text{Na}_2\text{O} + 2\text{BaO} + 2\text{CaO}$$
$$A = 2\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 + 2\text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 + 2\text{TiO}_2 - 2\text{K}_2\text{O} - 2\text{Na}_2\text{O} - 2\text{BaO} - 2\text{CaO}$$
$$FM = \text{FeO}_T + \text{MgO} + \text{MnO} + \text{ZnO} - \text{TiO}_2$$

All compositions prefixed by "ferri" have Fe$^{3+}$ in lieu of Al$^{3+}$ in octahedral sites. Ti-biotite is the Ti-vacancy end-member, siderophyllite is the ferrous iron analogue of eastonite, and celadonite is K(AlMg)Si$_3$O$_8$(OH)$_2$; other compositions are given in the text. The stippled region in the trioctohedral mica field is expanded in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. Compositions of West Greenland biotites portrayed in S-A-Fm coordinates, as indicated in Fig. 6. The data points all lie within the region bounded by phlogopite-eastonite-Ti-oxybiotite; the fact that the data are shifted off the phlogopite-eastonite join towards the S corner indicates the presence of a Ti-oxycomponent, a Ti-vacancy component, or a muscovite component (cf., Fig. 6).

Similarly, except for Dallmeyer's data, all analyses have Al<sup>VI</sup> > Al<sup>IV</sup> as shown in Figure 11. Thus, for the relatively Al-poor analyses of granulite grade biotite, calculated charge excess is compensated almost completely by Ti-substitution, whereas for the other data sets involving relatively Al-rich biotite, charge excess is compensated by both Ti and Al<sup>VI</sup>. These relationships (Figs. 10 and 11) do not contradict any of the previously stated conclusions regarding Ti- and Al-substitution in the Greenland biotites, and appear to lend them strong support.

**Ti-vacancy vs. Ti-oxy substitution**

The correlations between Ti and calculated positive charge in biotite from West Greenland (Fig. 2) and elsewhere (Fig. 10) are ambiguous because they are consistent with two interpretations that are not necessarily mutually exclusive: vacancies and oxycomponents.
The graphical treatment of mica compositions (Fig. 7) resulted in the same ambiguity.

The data presented in this report together with observations made previously by other workers strongly support the conclusion that the Ti-content of biotite coexisting with a Ti-oxide phase increases with grade of metamorphism, commonly reaching extreme values in granulite grade rocks (>6 wt.%). A consequence of this observation is that Ti increases the stability field of biotite.

It follows from this conclusion that either vacancy-formation or oxy-substitution promote an increased stability for biotite. The formation of vacancies in biotite may create a crystallographically favorable environment for increased Ti-substitution. An oxycomponent, on the other hand, might provide a partial explanation for the ubiquitous occurrence of a “hydrous” phase (i.e., biotite) in otherwise “anhydrous” rocks such as granulites. Stated another way, Ti-substitution in biotite could involve progressive “dehydration.”

Incorporation of Ti into biotite as an oxycomponent would result in a distinct negative correlation between Ti and (OH)\(^-\), which is virtually impossible to test utilizing the microprobe analyses presented here. Nevertheless, assuming that the difference between the analytical total and 100\% represents the H\(_2\)O-content, the calculated formula proportions of (OH)\(^-\) were compared to Ti-content. Examination of the data revealed no correlation whatsoever, but this may not be a meaningful test, due to the large uncertainties involved.

Evaluation of analyses for which direct H\(_2\)O determinations are available provide an alternative approach to this problem. Stevens (1946) observed that many wet chemical analyses of mica minerals were deficient in (OH)\(^-\), and was the first to suggest that this deficiency is compensated by a Ti-oxycomponent. Foster (1964) likewise noted that calculated (OH)\(^-\) contents of many trioctohedral micas were less than the theoretical 2.0/formula, but also observed that ti2\(^+\) contents showed a corresponding excess. She concluded that an oxyannite component (9) could accommodate some, but not all of this deficiency.

Dodge et al. (1969) pointed out that the (OH)\(^-\) deficiencies discussed by Stevens (1946) might be due to incorrect analyses of water content. Consequently, they took particular care in carrying out H\(_2\)O determinations in their study of biotite in granitic rocks from the Sierra Nevada batholith. Despite this, all but one of their analyses yielded (OH+F+Cl) < 2.0, and they also attributed this deficiency to an oxyannite component. An examination of their analyses by the writer reveals no correlation between Ti and (OH)\(^-\).

Forbes (1972) also studied variation in the hydroxyl content of biotite, and showed that a remarkable correlation exists (\(r^2 = -0.96\)) between \(\Sigma(\text{OH}+\text{F}+\text{Cl})\) and the difference in charge calculated for cations in octahedral and tetrahedral sites [i.e., \(\Delta_{\text{charge}} = \Sigma V_{\text{charge}} - \Sigma IV_{\text{charge}}\)]. The correlation between hydroxyl content and interlayer site charge was very poor (\(r^2 = -0.22\)), indicating that <5% of the observed (OH)\(^-\) variation could be ascribed to interlayer cations. In order to explain his observations, Forbes postulated the existence of “tetrasilicic phlogopite” \([\text{KMg}_3\text{Si}_4\text{O}_{10}(\text{OH})]\), which is related to phlogopite by the substitution: Si\(^{4+}\) = Al\(^{3+}\) + H\(^+\). Although Forbes was able to synthesize this compound, he determined that it was unstable with respect to other phases; its role in the compositional variation of naturally occurring biotites is unclear.

Experimental studies lend support to both vacancy- and oxy-substitution. For example, Forbes and Flower (1974) synthesized a Ti-vacancy biotite in the Mg-system, whereas Abrecht and Hewitt (1980, 1981) produced biotites with various amounts of Ti-vacancy, Ti-oxy and Ti-Tschermak’s substitutions. The latter authors were unable to find evidence for a vacancy substitution in the Fe-system.

Hazen and Burnham (1973) considered Ti-substitution in biotite and noted that the cation configuration \((R^2\text{Ti}^4)\text{VI}Si\text{IV}\) yields an ideal +2 charge contribution to nearest oxygen atoms. These same authors also noted (p. 898) that their structural refinements of Pike’s Peak annite indicated the presence of octahedral vacancies approximately equal in number to the amount of Ti.

Takeda and Ross (1975) reported a crystallographic study of oxybiotite in a rhyodacite ash flow tuff from the Valles Mountains, New Mexico, and concluded that subequal amounts of an oxyannite component and a Ti-oxycomponent are present in this sample. Bohlen et al. (1980) described a biotite in orthogneiss from the Au Sable Forks area, New York, and concluded that an oxycomponent represented the dominant mechanism for Ti-substitution in their sample.

Studies of the infrared spectra of micas have revealed several interesting features relevant to the present discussion. Such spectra are, in general, characterized by three sets of absorption bands termed N (normal), I (impurity) and V (vacancy) (Vedder, 1964). N- and I-bands are produced by stretching of (OH) oriented approximately normal to the mica a-b plane (Serratosa and Bradley, 1958). Three separable N-bands may occur, which show a frequency shift in response to Mg-Fe\(^{2+}\) variation; these have been ascribed to cation-hydroxyl configurations such as Mg\(^{2+}\)-(OH), Mg\(^{2+}\)Fe\(^{3+}\)-(OH), and Mg\(^{2+}\)Fe\(^{2-}\)-(OH) (Wilkins, 1967). I-bands are associated with various R\(^{2+}\)R\(^{3+}\)-(OH) configurations (Wilkins, 1967), and their frequencies and intensities have been correlated to variations in the abundance of \((\text{Al}, \text{Fe}^{3+})\)\text{VI}\ (Rousseaux et al., 1973).

V-bands display pronounced infrared dichroism, and are related to stretching of (OH) which lies approximately within the mica a-b plane and is coordinated to two cations and a vacancy. Thus V-bands in biotite are not unlike absorption bands associated with the vacant site in dioctohedral micas, such as muscovite (Vedder and MacDonald, 1963; Vedder, 1964).

Three overlapping, but resolvable V-bands are com-
monly observed, the intensities of which vary as a function of mica composition (Vedder, 1964) and water content (Rouxchet, 1970). However, the cation configurations that yield V-bands are somewhat uncertain. Vedder (1964) initially suggested $R^2*-R^2*-(\text{OH})$, $R^2*-R^3*-(\text{OH})$ and $R^3*-R^3*-(\text{OH})$. Farmer et al. (1971) noted that the intensity of two of the V-bands is greatest in biotite with high Al and $Fe^{3+}$, and made specific assignments for $Fe^2*+Fe^{3*}-(\text{OH})$ and $Fe^2*+Al^{3*}-(\text{OH})$. Neither Vedder (1964) nor Farmer et al. (1971) considered the explicit involvement of Ti in any of the observed spectra. However, Rousseaux et al. (1973) noted that Mg-rich biotite with low contents of Al and $Fe^+$ displayed a single strong V-band which they assigned to $R^2*-Ti^{4*}-(\text{OH})$. They extended this assignment to other biotites based on the characteristic frequency of this absorption band. The important point here is the spectroscopic identification of (OH) absorption bands associated with octahedral vacancies in biotites with a wide range of chemical compositions.

Vedder and Wilkins (1969) carried out a series of dehydroxylation studies on several micas, and noted that the V-bands disappeared from the biotite spectra at temperatures in the range 500–800°C, whereas N- and I-bands persisted to at least 900°C. They suggested that in biotite, as in muscovite, two (OH) near an octahedral vacancy condensed to form $H_2O$, which then leaves the mica by diffusion. In the case of biotite, (OH) near a vacancy is expelled long before those associated with a completely filled octahedral site (Vedder and Wilkins, 1969).

These authors also noted that in situ oxidation of $Fe^{2+}$ to $Fe^{3+}$, with concomitant loss of $H_2$ [oxyannite (9)] might complicate this interpretation. However, the fact that V-band intensity could not be restored by hydrogenation confirmed that hydroxyl loss occurred by $H_2O$ condensation, and not by simple hydrogen loss. In contrast, the intensities of N- and I-bands can be nearly completely restored by hydrogenation, indicating that no large loss of (OH) by condensation from N or I “sites” has occurred, but rather by hydrogen loss associated with oxidation of $Fe^{2+}$.

In summary, observations on variations of the $H_2O$-content in biotite do not offer a solution to the problem of Ti-vacancy vs. Ti-oxy substitution, and most investigators would seem to favor an oxyannite component as the principal source of this variation. The results of X-ray crystallographic and experimental studies do not establish a unique mechanism for Ti-substitution either (and it may turn out ultimately that more than a single one is involved). The results of infrared spectral studies support the vacancy substitution, whereas the dehydroxylation experiments may provide a possible explanation for some evidence favoring the Ti-oxycomponent: Ti initially enters biotite via a vacancy substitution, and later (in response to some thermal event?), $H_2O$ is lost by (OH)$^-$ condensation producing an oxygen “excess.” This mechanism could also explain the low water contents in some biotite analyses.

Collectively, the observations outlined above do not contraindicate a Ti-vacancy substitution, and the writer tentatively concludes that it provides the best explanation for Ti-substitution in the biotites considered here. The remaining sections of this paper explore some consequences of this interpretation.

An iterative normalization

If Ti-substitution in biotite involves vacancies, as suggested here, then the 7 cation normalization procedure (A) is incorrect and should be abandoned. A more appropriate cation-based normalization scheme would be:

Total Cations $-(K+Na+Ca+Ba) + Ti = 7.0$, (C)

which allocates a vacancy for each Ti cation. However, normalization (C) does not eliminate charge excess in many analyses, particularly in those with large amounts of $Al^{VI}$.

Therefore, a fourth normalization procedure can be carried out, which takes into account vacancies associated with Al-substitution by means of the dioctahedral component [substitution (2)]. The Al of interest in (2) is actually excess octahedral $R^{3*} (=Al^{VI}c)$, where:

$$Al^{VI}_{c} = (Al+Cr)^{VI} - Al^{IV} + (K+Na+2Ca+2Ba)$$

so that the fourth normalization takes the following form:

Total Cations $-(K+Na+Ca+Ba) + Ti + \frac{1}{2}Al^{VI}_{c} = 7.0$, (D)

which allocates one vacancy for every two excess octahedral Al ions in addition to the vacancy already allocated to Ti. Normalization of analyses according to (D) eliminates calculated charge excess in all cases and permits a
rough estimate for Fe$^{3+}$ [excluding that associated with oxyannite (9)].

It turns out that normalization (D) works only for Al-rich biotite, as most Al-poor analyses yield negative $A_{Fe}$.

The effect most probably reflects the presence of octahedral Fe$^{3+}$, the amount of which is not known prior to normalization. Nevertheless, the “negative magnitude” of $A_{Fe}$ provides a minimum estimate of Fe$^{3+}$ needed to balance Al$^{IV}$. Formula proportions for a selected number of analyses from Tables 1–6 calculated from the iterative normalization are listed in Table 7.

**Model system for mica composition**

The substitutional relationships discussed previously for Ti and Al (excepting oxycomponents) are summarized in a hypothetical mica composition polyhedron illustrated in Figure 12. Although this diagram was constructed for the Mg-Al system, Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ components can be substituted at each composition point where appropriate.

Figure 12 distinguishes those cation substitutions [(1), (2), (3), (6)] that are accessible directly from phlogopite from those Ti-substitutions [(4), (5)] which require an aluminous component as well. Stated another way, [(2)-(5)-(6)] and [(1)-(3)-(4)] are respective linear combinations of each other. Some of the substitutions shown in Figure 12 are in fact redundant, and it can be shown that many proposed substitutions in micas are linear combinations of an Al-Tschermak’s component (1), a dioctahedral component (2), a Ti-spinel component (5), and a talc component (10), coupled with the simple cation exchange components Fe = Mg, K = Na, Al = Fe$^{3+}$ and Al = Cr.

A plagioclase component (NaSi = CaAl) and a simple Ba = Ca exchange would relate all brittle micas to the system shown in Figure 12.

For example, the Ti-Tschermak’s (3) and TiAl = AlSi (4) substitutions are linear combinations of the Al-Tschermak’s (1) and Ti-spinel (5) components [(3) = (5) - 2(1) and (4) = 5 - (1)]. Robert (1976b) suggested that the following substitution represents an independent method for producing octahedral vacancies:

$$2A_{IV} + Mg^{VI} = 2Si^{IV} + \Box^{VI}. \quad (12)$$

Substitution (12) is, in fact, a linear combination of the Al-Tschermak’s (1) and dioctahedral (2) components [(12) = 2(1) - 2(1)].

Holdaway (1980) considered chemical formulae appropriate for “average” biotite compositions in medium- to high-grade pelitic schists, and was particularly concerned about how to deal with (Ti, Al)$^{VI}$. Although he noted (p. 714) that “... octahedral sites for Ti-free biotite are 98% full and octahedral vacancies increase with Ti...”, he remarked that the Ti-vacancy substitution (6) was probably not a good assumption. By carrying out a linear least squares regression on 47 microprobe analyses of biotite [including the data of Guidotti et al. (1977) and Tracy (1978), which have also been considered here (cf., Figure 10)], he deduced the following complex substitutional relationship:

$$(R^2)_{V}^{1/2} + (Al^{3+})_{V}^{1/2} + \Box_{Al}^{VI}$$

$$= (T^{4+})_{V}^{1/2} + \Box_{O}^{VI} + K_{O}^{IV}. \quad (13)$$

However, he considered (13) to represent the sum of two grade-dependent substitutions:

$$\text{For example, the Ti-Tschermak's (3) and TiAl = AlSi (4) substitutions are linear combinations of the Al-Tschermak's (1) and Ti-spinel (5) components [(3) = (5) - 2(1) and (4) = 5 - (1)]. Robert (1976b) suggested that the following substitution represents an independent method for producing octahedral vacancies:}$$

$$2A_{IV} + Mg^{VI} = 2Si^{IV} + \Box^{VI}. \quad (12)$$

Substitution (12) is, in fact, a linear combination of the Al-Tschermak’s (1) and dioctahedral (2) components [(12) = 2(1) - 2(1)].

Holdaway (1980) considered chemical formulae appropriate for “average” biotite compositions in medium- to high-grade pelitic schists, and was particularly concerned about how to deal with (Ti, Al)$^{VI}$. Although he noted (p. 714) that “... octahedral sites for Ti-free biotite are 98% full and octahedral vacancies increase with Ti...”, he remarked that the Ti-vacancy substitution (6) was probably not a good assumption. By carrying out a linear least squares regression on 47 microprobe analyses of biotite [including the data of Guidotti et al. (1977) and Tracy (1978), which have also been considered here (cf., Figure 10)], he deduced the following complex substitutional relationship:

$$(R^2)_{V}^{1/2} + (Al^{3+})_{V}^{1/2} + \Box_{Al}^{VI}$$

$$= (T^{4+})_{V}^{1/2} + \Box_{O}^{VI} + K_{O}^{IV}. \quad (13)$$

However, he considered (13) to represent the sum of two grade-dependent substitutions:

$$\text{In this study, Robert also described the systematic increase in the intensity of the infrared V-band.}$$
Fig. 12. Hypothetical mica composition polyhedron derived from the substitutional components described in the text. In general, many substitutions in micas can be shown to be linear combinations of (1), (2) and (5), so that even in this simple representation, some of the substitutions are redundant.

\[(R'*)_{60}^{+} + (AP*)_{11}^{+} \cdot (Ti_{4}*)_{60}^{+} + \] ... (14b)

In terms of the substitutions considered here, (13) and (14) represent linear combinations of Al-Tschermak (1), dioctohedral (2), Ti-vacancy (6), and talc (10) components:

\[(l4a) = (6) - 0.33(2) \text{ and } (l4b) = 0.25(2) - 0.5(1) - 0.5(10), \] such that \((13) = (6) - 0.5(1) - 0.083(2) - 0.5(10).\)

The additivity of the substitutions leading to (13) serves to illustrate why Ti substitution in micas. Specifically, the Ti-vacancy substitution (6) is actually a linear combination of the dioctohedral (2) and Ti-spinel (5) components \((6) = (2) - (5).\)

This interpretation helps to explain why the correlation between Ti-content and calculated positive charge is best in biotite with low AI\(\text{VI}\).

Using this model system, together with formula proportions derived from the iterative normalization method (D), and Fe\(^{3+}\) estimated from charge calculations, it is possible to cast any biotite analysis into end-members. End-members calculated from the analyses listed in Table 7 are presented in Table 8.

**Crystal-chemical considerations**

It has been known for some time that the lateral dimensions of the octahedral and tetrahedral sheets in biotite do not match precisely. Donnay et al. (1964) indicated that this structural misfit between the sheets is accommodated primarily by a rotation of the tetrahedra about [001] (see Fig. 1 of McCauley and Newnham, 1971), and in phlogopite the tetrahedral rotation angle (\(\alpha\)) is approximately 8°. Hazen and Wones (1972) have discussed how substitution of Fe\(^{2+}\) (0.78\(\text{Å}\)) for Mg\(^{2+}\) (0.72\(\text{Å}\)) causes the octahedral sheet to expand, which increases

\[K^A + (R^{2+})_{VI} = \Box^A + (R^{3+})_{VI}, \text{ and} \]
\[K^A + (R^{3+})_{VI} = \Box^A + (Ti^{4+})_{VI}. \] (15)

However, (15) and (16) are also linear combinations of the principal substitutions discussed here [(15) = (1) + (10) and (16) = (2) - (10) - (6) - (1)].

The model system has an interesting consequence for Ti substitution in micas. Specifically, the Ti-vacancy substitution (6) is actually a linear combination of the dioctohedral (2) and Ti-spinel (5) components \((6) = (2) - (5).\)

Table 8. Mica end-members calculated for analyses listed in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End-Member</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Talc</td>
<td>(\Box^A(Mg)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Ti-Phlogopite</td>
<td>(K^A(MgTi)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Ferri-Eastonite</td>
<td>(K^A(MgFe_{3}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Muscovite</td>
<td>((Ti_{4}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV})^{VI}(Si_{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Eastonite</td>
<td>((Ti_{4}^{IV}Fe)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Phlogopite</td>
<td>((Ti_{4}^{IV}Fe)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\begin{align*}
K^A + (R^{2+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (R^{3+})_{VI}, \\
K^A + (R^{3+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (Ti^{4+})_{VI}.
\end{align*}\] (15)

\[\begin{align*}
K^A + (R^{2+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (R^{3+})_{VI}, \\
K^A + (R^{3+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (Ti^{4+})_{VI}.
\end{align*}\] (16)

\[\begin{align*}
\text{However, (15) and (16) are also linear combinations of the principal substitutions discussed here [(15) = (1) + (10) and (16) = (2) - (10) - (6) - (1)].}
\end{align*}\]

The model system has an interesting consequence for Ti substitution in micas. Specifically, the Ti-vacancy substitution (6) is actually a linear combination of the dioctohedral (2) and Ti-spinel (5) components \((6) = (2) - (5).\)

This interpretation helps to explain why the correlation between Ti-content and calculated positive charge is best in biotite with low AI\(\text{VI}\).

Using this model system, together with formula proportions derived from the iterative normalization method (D), and Fe\(^{3+}\) estimated from charge calculations, it is possible to cast any biotite analysis into end-members. End-members calculated from the analyses listed in Table 7 are presented in Table 8.

**Table 8. Mica end-members calculated for analyses listed in Table 7.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End-Member</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Talc</td>
<td>(\Box^A(Mg)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Ti-Phlogopite</td>
<td>(K^A(MgTi)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C) Ferri-Eastonite</td>
<td>(K^A(MgFe_{3}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D) Muscovite</td>
<td>((Ti_{4}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV})^{VI}(Si_{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E) Eastonite</td>
<td>((Ti_{4}^{IV}Fe)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F) Phlogopite</td>
<td>((Ti_{4}^{IV}Fe)<em>{3}^{VI}(Si</em>{14}^{IV}Al_{1}^{IV}O_{10}(OH))_2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\begin{align*}
K^A + (R^{2+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (R^{3+})_{VI}, \\
K^A + (R^{3+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (Ti^{4+})_{VI}.
\end{align*}\] (15)

\[\begin{align*}
K^A + (R^{2+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (R^{3+})_{VI}, \\
K^A + (R^{3+})_{VI} &= \Box^A + (Ti^{4+})_{VI}.
\end{align*}\] (16)

\[\begin{align*}
\text{However, (15) and (16) are also linear combinations of the principal substitutions discussed here [(15) = (1) + (10) and (16) = (2) - (10) - (6) - (1)].}
\end{align*}\]
both the structural misfit and $\alpha$. Fe-substitution reaches a limit where the mean octahedral radius is $\sim 0.764$, which corresponds to $\text{Fe}/(\text{Fe} + \text{Mg}) \sim 0.67$. At this point, $\alpha = 0^\circ$, and the tetrahedra constitute a regular hexagonal array. Compositions with more iron are stable only if there is oxyannite substitution, i.e., the presence of $\text{Fe}^{3+}$ decreases the dimension of the octrahedral sheet and promotes additional $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ substitution.

Similarly, substitution of the smaller $\text{Ti}^{4+}$ cation (0.605Å) should promote increased $\text{Fe}/\text{Mg}$, or more probably, high $\text{Fe}/\text{Mg}$ favors increased Ti-substitution. Figure 13 shows that in the Greenland biotites, Ti tends to decrease with increasing Mg/Fe, although there appear to be two distinct trends in the Lang{$\theta$} data, which are probably related to differences in Al-content. Since most of the biotite analyses presented here are Ti-saturated, the relationships shown in Figure 13 are consistent with some type of crystal-chemical control on Ti-substitution by Fe/Mg. Thus the structural distortions caused by increased Fe/Mg are partly offset by increasing Ti. In addition, the presence of octahedral vacancies associated with Ti should permit the necessary structural accommodations to occur more easily. However, the effects of Ti on the structure of biotite must be considered in view of the fact that the tetrahedral sheet is not $\text{Si}_3\text{Al}$ as in phlogopite-annite, but distinctly more aluminous (cf., Figs. 2 and 4).

Substitution of either the Al- or Ferri-Tschermak’s components causes expansion of the tetrahedral sheet and contraction of the octahedral sheet, with a resulting increase in structural misfit. Although tetrahedral rotation occurs to compensate for this added misfit, the rotation is limited by the minimum bond length associated with the interlayer cation, i.e., tetrahedral rotation cannot proceed beyond the point where the mean K-O bond length decreases to 2.8Å (Hewitt and Wones, 1975). These authors indicated that this limit to the rotation angle would then limit Al-substitution in K-biotite, but they were able to synthesize a more aluminous biotite in the Na system, in which case the smaller interlayer cation permits a greater amount of tetrahedral rotation to occur.

The amount of Tschermak’s components in the Greenland biotites, as gauged by $\text{Al}^{VI}$ (Figs. 2 and 4), is similar in analyses from both the amphibolite and granulite grade localities. However, the biotite from Itiv contains more $\text{Al}^{VI}$ than that from Lang{$\theta$} (Fig. 4), and the decrease in the size of the octahedral sheet associated with this extra $\text{Al}^{VI}$ would necessitate additional tetrahedral rotation. The fact that the more aluminous biotite from Itiv is also more sodic (Fig. 9) suggests that the required extra tetrahedral rotation is compensated by increased Na-substitution. In the granulite grade biotite from Lang{$\theta$}, which contains abundant Ti that should also increase structural misfit, it may be unnecessary to incorporate the smaller Na cation since contraction of the octahedra in this case is not as great where the larger Ti is dominant over the smaller Al.

However, Fe/Mg in biotite may exert a more fundamental control on K/Na. In samples from Lang{$\theta$}, the most Mg-rich biotite contains the highest amount of Na, and in the analyses from Itiv, $\text{K}/(\text{K} + \text{Na})$ increases uniformly with increasing $\text{Fe}/(\text{Fe} + \text{Mg})$ (Fig. 14). Therefore, the expansion of the octahedral sheet and corresponding decrease in $\alpha$ caused by substitution of Fe for Mg, which is reversed by Ti (and Al) substitution, is counterbalanced slightly by a higher K-content in more Fe-rich biotite, since increasing $\text{K}/(\text{K} + \text{Na})$ also causes $\alpha$ to decrease.

Two representations of Ti and $\text{Al}^{VI}$ in the Greenland biotites are illustrated in Figure 15. In both diagrams, there is a broad general decrease of Ti with increasing $\text{Al}^{VI}$. However, the positions of individual data points in Figure 15b, which is based on the iterative cation normalization procedure (D), are systematically shifted towards lower values of $\text{Al}^{VI}$ compared to Figure 15a, which is based on the 7 cation normalization (A). Data points for the 11 oxygen normalization (B) plot at intermediate positions.

The shift in Figure 15 occurs because the abundance of each cation is lowered using the iterative normalization: Si decreases, which increases $\text{Al}^{IV}$, and $\text{Al}^{VI}$ decreases as a result. Therefore, the difference between Figures 15a and 15b is to some extent an “artifact” of the normalization process. Note however that analyses of Ti-rich
biotite yield little to no AlV in Figure 15b. In several of these analyses, (Si + Al) is less than 4.0, and, in general, the higher the Ti-content, the lower the sum of Al + Si. The data indicate up to 0.15 cations of an additional element in tetrahedral coordination, and the most logical candidate is Fe³⁺. Czamanske and Wones (1973) have also noted the possible occurrence of tetrahedral Fe³⁺ in biotite with high contents of Ti. Although high Ti in biotite may be partly accommodated by (Fe³⁺)IV, since it would tend to decrease structural misfit, this assignment is problematic due to the lack of reverse pleochroism in these samples (cf., Farmer and Boettcher, 1981).

Summary and conclusions

This report has summarized in detail the principal characteristics of biotite in a range of rock types from two localities in West Greenland. Compared to amphibolite grade biotite, those in granulite grade samples are characterized by higher Ti, similar AlIV, and lower AlV; K/(K + Na) and possibly Σ(K + Na) are also higher in granulite grade biotite. Chemical variation at each locality is strongly dependent on rock composition and mineral assemblage.

Substitution of Ti, and to a lesser extent Al, on octahedral sites in biotite is interpreted in terms of vacancy-formation. Based on these conclusions, an iterative cation-based normalization procedure is described that eliminates charge excess associated with Ti and Al, and permits Fe³⁺ to be estimated from the relationship: Fe³⁺ = 22.0 - Total Positive Charge. Fe³⁺ calculated by this method ranges from 0.05-0.45 Fe₁, with the largest amounts occurring in biotite from pyribolites, which are magnetite-bearing, and the smallest amounts in muscovite schists and sill-Kf gneisses, some of which are graphite-bearing. In addition, formula proportions calculated from the iterative normalization for biotites with high TiO₂ (>5 wt.%), may indicate the occurrence of (Fe³⁺)IV.

A mica composition polyhedron is presented which shows how complex substitutional mechanisms can be reduced to combinations of a few simple types, and that Ti-substitution in muscovite and biotite lead to the same end-member composition. Mica end-members were constructed utilizing these simple substitutions, and calculated Fe³⁺.

The formulation of biotite analyses into end-members, as well as the methods for estimating Fe³⁺, assume an anion framework with a net charge of -22.00 and no oxycomponents, although oxyanion substitution should not affect any of the conclusions reached here. Additional work on Ti-rich biotite, which combines high-quality hydrogen analyses with spectroscopic studies (infrared, optical, Mössbauer), together with X-ray crystallographic studies on site populations, is needed to explore further the interrelationships among Ti-content, vacancies and oxycomponents, and to evaluate the possible occurrence of tetrahedral Fe³⁺.

Fig. 15. Ti vs. AlV in biotite from West Greenland. In (a) formula proportions are based on the 7 cation normalization (A), and in (b) on the iterative cation normalization (D); note the systematic shift towards lower AlV when the iterative normalization is used.
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Appendix

Analytical techniques

All of the data utilized in this study represent complete analyses for up to 14 elements (Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Zn, Ba, F, Cl). Most of the analyses were performed at Caltech on an automated 3 spectrometer MAC-5 SAE electron microprobe interfaced to a DEC PDP-8/E minicomputer for control and on-line data reduction. Additional analyses were performed at Harvard on a 3 spectrometer ARL EMX-SM microprobe using KRISEL automation and interfaced to a DEC PDP-11/05 minicomputer for control and on-line data reduction. X-ray intensities were converted to oxide weight percentages by employing the methods of Bence and Albee (1968), and correction factors modified from Albee and Ray (1970). Operating conditions were 15 kV accelerating potential and 0.05 µA (CIT) or 0.02 µA (HU) sample current (on brass); a nearly identical set of simple oxides and silicates was used as primary standards in both laboratories. At CIT counting times ranged from 15-90 seconds and were controlled by the computer to yield precision of better than 1% for oxides with abundances of >1 wt.%, and better than 5% for oxides in the range of 0.1-1.0 wt.%. At HU, individual measurements were terminated after 30 seconds counting time or 60,000 accumulated counts, which results in a statistical precision similar to that achieved at CIT. Based on repetitive analyses of the same two internal standards in both laboratories, accuracy of the analyses is judged to be better than ~2% (relative) for major elements and 2-5% (relative) for minor elements (cf., Champion et al., 1975).